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Abstract

One of the biggest bottlenecks in building ac-
curate, high coverage neural open IE systems
is the need for large labelled corpora. The
diversity of open domain corpora and the va-
riety of natural language expressions further
exacerbate this problem. In this paper, we
propose a syntactic and semantic-driven learn-
ing approach, which can learn neural open IE
models without any human-labelled data by
leveraging syntactic and semantic knowledge
as noisier, higher-level supervisions. Specifi-
cally, we first employ syntactic patterns as data
labelling functions and pretrain a base model
using the generated labels. Then we propose
a syntactic and semantic-driven reinforcement
learning algorithm, which can effectively gen-
eralize the base model to open situations with
high accuracy. Experimental results show that
our approach significantly outperforms the su-
pervised counterparts, and can even achieve
competitive performance to supervised state-
of-the-art (SoA) model.

1 Introduction

Open information extraction (Open IE) aims to
extract open-domain textual tuples consisting of
a predicate and a set of arguments from massive
and heterogeneous corpora (Sekine, 2006; Banko
et al., 2007). For example, a system will extract
a tuple (Parragon; operates; more than 35 mar-
kets) from the sentence “Parragon operates more
than 35 markets and has 10 offices.”. In con-
trary to the traditional IE, open IE is completely
domain-independent and does not require the pre-
determined relations.

Recently, open IE has gained much atten-
tion (Fader et al., 2011; Akbik and Löser, 2012;
Mausam et al., 2012; Corro and Gemulla, 2013;
Moro and Navigli, 2013; Narasimhan et al., 2016;
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[Parragon]ARG1 [operates]P [more than 35 
markets]ARG2 and has 10 offices.

Parragon operates more than 35 markets 
and has 10 offices.

def dl(x): all verbs are labeled as P
…

Figure 1: The proposed open IE framework, which
consists of two learning strategies: 1) syntactic patterns
are used as data labelling functions and a base model is
pretrained using the generated labels; 2) a syntactic and
semantic-driven RL algorithm is used to generalize the
base model to open situations.

Pal and Mausam, 2016; Kadry and Dietz, 2017;
Yu et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2018) and most of
current open IE systems employ end-to-end neu-
ral networks, which first encode a sentence using
Bi-LSTMs, then extract tuples by sequentially la-
belling all tokens in the sentence (Stanovsky et al.,
2018; Jiang et al., 2019; Roy et al., 2019) or gener-
ating the target tuples token-by-token (Zhang et al.,
2017; Cui et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018). For ex-
ample, to extract (Parragon; operates; more than
35 markets), neural open IE systems will label the
sentence as [B-ARG1, B-P, B-ARG2, I-ARG2, I-
ARG2, I-ARG2, O, O, O, O, O] or generate a
token sequence [<ARG1>, Parragon, <P>, op-
erates, <ARG2>, more, than, 35, markets].

The neural open IE systems, unfortunately, rely
on the large labelled corpus to achieve good per-
formance, which is often expensive and labour-
intensive to obtain. Furthermore, open IE needs
to extract relations of unlimited types from open
domain corpus, which further exacerbates the need
for large labelled corpus. Therefore, the labelled
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Sentence: Parragon operates more than 35 markets 
and has 10 offices.

Tuple:     (Parragon; operates; more than 35 markets)

nsubj dobj

High
Semantic 
Smilarity

Figure 2: An example of open IE extractions, where
the extracted tuple follows the nsubj and dobj depen-
dency structure and is highly semantic similar to the
original sentence.

corpus is one of the biggest bottlenecks for neural
open IE systems.

To resolve the labelled data bottleneck, this paper
proposes a syntactic and semantic-driven learning
approach, which can learn neural open IE models
without any human-labelled data by leveraging syn-
tactic and semantic knowledge as noisier, higher-
level supervisions. The motivation of our method
is that, although tuple extraction is a hard task,
its inverse problem – tuple assessment is easier
to resolve by exploiting the syntactic regularities
of relation expressions and the semantic consis-
tency between a tuple and its original sentence. For
example, Figure 2 shows the ARG1 “Parragon”
and the ARG2 “more than 35 markets” follow the
nsubj and dobj dependency structure, respectively.
Meanwhile, the extracted tuple (Parragon; oper-
ates; more than 35 markets) has a high semantic
similarity with its original sentence “Parragon op-
erates more than 35 markets and has 10 offices.”.
And we found that the syntactic regularities can be
effectively captured using syntactic rules, and the
semantic consistency can be effectively modelled
using the recent powerful pre-trained models such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

Based on the above observations, we propose
two learning strategies to exploit syntactic and se-
mantic knowledge for model learning. Figure 1
illustrates the framework of our method. Firstly,
syntactic open IE patterns are used as data labelling
functions, and a base model is pretrained using the
noisy training corpus generated by these labelling
functions. Secondly, because the pattern-based la-
bels are often noisy and with limited coverage, we
further propose a reinforcement learning algorithm
which uses syntactic and semantic-driven reward
functions, which can effectively generalize the base
model to open situations with high accuracy. These
two strategies together will ensure the effective
learning of open IE models: the data labelling func-
tion can pretrain a reasonable initial model so that
the RL algorithm can optimize model more effec-

tively; although the pattern-based labels are often
noisy and with low coverage, the RL algorithm can
generalize the model to open situations with high
accuracy.

We conducted experiments on three open IE
benchmarks: OIE2016 (Stanovsky and Dagan,
2016), WEB and NYT (Mesquita et al., 2013). Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed frame-
work significantly outperforms the supervised
counterparts, and can even achieve competitive per-
formance with the supervised SoA approach. 1

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We propose a syntactic and semantic-driven
learning algorithm which can leverage syntac-
tic and semantic knowledge as noisier, higher-
level supervisions and learn neural open IE
models without any human-labelled data.

• We design two effective learning strategies
for exploiting syntactic and semantic knowl-
edge as supervisions: one is to use as data
labelling functions and the other is to use as
reward functions in RL. Experiments show
that the two strategies are effective and can
complement each other.

• Because labelled data bottleneck is common
in NLP tasks, we believe our syntactic and
semantic-driven learning algorithm can moti-
vate the learning of other NLP models, such
as event extraction, etc.

2 Syntactic and Semantic-driven
Learning for Open IE

In this section, we describe how to learn neural
open IE models without any human-labelled data.
Two strategies are proposed to exploit syntactic and
semantic knowledge as noisier, higher-level super-
visions. Firstly, the syntactic patterns are used as
data labelling functions for heuristically labelling
a training corpus. Secondly, the syntactic and se-
mantic coherence scores between the extracted tu-
ples and their original sentences are used as reward
functions for reinforcement learning. These two
strategies together will ensure the effective learn-
ing of open IE systems: 1) although the labels
generated by syntactic patterns are noisy and with
limited coverage, they can pretrain a reasonable

1Our source codes and experimental datasets are openly
available at https://github.com/TangJiaLong/
SSD-OpenIE.

https://github.com/TangJiaLong/SSD-OpenIE
https://github.com/TangJiaLong/SSD-OpenIE
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initial model; 2) starting from the pretrained model,
the syntactic and semantic-based reward functions
provide an effective way to generalize our model
to open situations.

In the following, we first introduce the neural
networks used for open IE. Then we describe how
to pretrain a base open IE model using syntactic
patterns as data labelling functions. Finally, we gen-
eralize the base model using reinforcement learning
with syntactic and semantic-driven rewards.

2.1 Neural Open IE Model
This paper uses RnnOIE neural networks, which
have shown its simplicity and effectiveness for
open IE (Stanovsky et al., 2018). But it should
be noticed that our framework is not specialized to
RnnOIE and can be used to train any neural open
IE models.

RnnOIE formulates open IE as a sequence
labelling task. Given a sentence S =
(w1, w2, ..., wm), RnnOIE will first identify all
verbs in S as predicates, such as “operates” and
“has” for “Parragon operates more than 35 mar-
kets and has 10 offices.”. For each predicate p,
RnnOIE will: 1) first embed each word wi as
xi = [ei; I(wi = p)], where ei is wi’s word
embedding obtained by SoA pre-trained model
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and I(wi = p) is an
indicator vector which indicates whether wi is p; 2)
then obtain contextual word representations using
a stacked BiLSTM with highway connections (Sri-
vastava et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016): H =
(h1, h2, ..., hm) = BiLSTM(x1, x2, ..., xm); 3)
predict the probability of assigning label yi to a
word wi using a fully connected feedforward clas-
sifier: P (ŷi|S, p, wi) = softmax(Whi + b); 4)
finally decode the full label sequence Ŷ using a
beamsearch algorithm, e.g., RnnOIE will decode
the label sequence [B-ARG1, B-P, B-ARG2, I-
ARG2, I-ARG2, I-ARG2, O, O, O, O, O] to ex-
tract (Parragon; operates; more than 35 markets).

In open IE, all extracted tuples are ranked accord-
ing to their confidence scores, which is important
for downstream tasks, such as QA (Fader et al.,
2011) and KBP (Angeli et al., 2015). RnnOIE uses
average log probabilities as the confidence of an
extracted tuple:

c(S, p, Ŷ ) =

∑m
i=1 logP (ŷi|S, p, wi)

m
(1)

Given a training corpus, RnnOIE can be super-
visedly learned by maximum log-likelihood esti-

Sentences

Predicate 
Identification

Parragon operates more than 35 markets 
and has 10 offices.

POS:  … VERB  …VERB …
Sen:   … operates … has    …

… and has 10 offices.

nsubj dobj

Headword
Identification

Parragon operates … markets …
dobj

[Parragon]ARG1 [operates]P [more than 35 
markets]ARG2 and has 10 offices.

Parragon operates more than 35 markets 
and [has]P [ 10 offices]ARG2 .

Phrase
Extraction

Instances

Figure 3: An overview of syntactic patterns as data la-
belling functions. Two training instances are automati-
cally generated using dependency pattern for predicates
“operates” and “has”.

mation (MLE):

logP (Y|S,p) =
m∑
i=1

logP (yi|S, p, wi) (2)

where Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) are the gold labels.
As discussed above, Y are expensive and labour-
intensive to obtain and have become the biggest
bottlenecks for neural open IE systems. Therefore,
it is critical to design a learning approach to get rid
of this constraint.

2.2 Model Pretraining using Syntactic
Pattern-based Data Labelling Functions

The first strategy is to use syntactic extraction
patterns as data labelling functions, and then the
heuristically labelled training corpus will be used
to pretrain a neural open IE model.

It has long been observed that most relation tu-
ples follow syntactic regularity, and many syntactic
patterns have been designed for extracting tuples,
such as TEXTRUNNER (Banko et al., 2007) and
ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011). However, it is diffi-
cult to design high coverage syntactic patterns, al-
though many extensions have been proposed, such
as WOE (Wu and Weld, 2010), OLLIE (Mausam
et al., 2012), ClausIE (Corro and Gemulla, 2013),
Standford Open IE (Angeli et al., 2015), PropS
(Stanovsky et al., 2016) and OpenIE4 (Mausam,
2016).

This paper leverages the power of patterns dif-
ferently. Inspired by the ideas of data program-
ming (Ratner et al., 2016) and distant supervi-
sion (Mintz et al., 2009), we use syntactic patterns
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as data labelling functions, rather than to directly
extracting tuples.

Concretely, this paper uses dependency patterns
from Standford Open IE (Angeli et al., 2015) to
design hand-crafted patterns as data labelling func-
tions. As shown in Figure 3, given a sentence and
its dependency parse, two training instances are
generated: 1) We first identify all its predicates
using part of speech (POS) tags. For example,
“operates” and “has” are identified. 2) For each
predicate, we identify its arguments’ headwords
using predefined dependency patterns 2. For ex-
ample, “Parragon” and “markets” are extracted
as the headwords. 3) For each headword, we ex-
tract the whole phrase headed to it as subject/object.
For example, the phrase “more than 35 markets”
headed to “markets” will be extracted as the object
of “operates”.

Finally, the generated labels are used to pretrain
an open IE model by optimizing the objective func-
tion (2), which can provide a reasonable initial-
ization for starting our RL algorithm in the next
section.

2.3 Model Generalization via Syntactic and
Semantic-driven Reinforcement Learning

One main drawback of the automatically generated
labels is that they are often noisy and with limited
coverage, i.e., many open relation tuples are not
covered by the predefined patterns, and the depen-
dency parse may contain errors which in turn will
lead to noisy training instances. For example, in
Figure 3 the training instance of the predicate “has”
misses its subject “Parragon”. Therefore, it is criti-
cal to generalize and refine the base model to open
situations for good performance.

To this end, this section proposes the second
learning strategy: syntactic and semantic-driven
reinforcement learning. Specifically, we first mea-
sure the goodness of extracted tuples based on syn-
tactic constraints using syntactic rules and seman-
tic consistencies using pre-trained models such as
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). And then we general-
ize our model using the goodness of extractions as
rewards in RL.

By modelling the extraction task as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), we have the following
definitions: < S,A,T ,R >:

2The dependency relations are defined in
https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
dependencies_manual.pdf

• S = {s} are states used to capture the infor-
mation from the current sentence. Specifically,
S are hidden states H obtained by stacked
BiLSTM.

• A = {a} are actions used to indicate the
target labels which are decided based on the
current states S and the beam search strategy.

• T is the state transition function, which is
related to the state update.

• R(Ŷ ,S) is the reward function, which mod-
els the goodness of the extracted tuples.
We will detailly describe our syntactic and
semantic-driven reward function in the next
paragraph.

Formally, the open IE model is trained to maximize
the expected reward of the generated label sequence
Ŷ using the REINFORCE algorithm with likeli-
hood ratio trick (Glynn, 1990; Williams, 1992):

∇J(θ) = EŶ vP (Ŷ |S,p)[R(Ŷ ,S)]

≈ R(Ŷ ,S)∇ logP (Ŷ|S,p) (3)

where logP (Ŷ|S,p) denotes the probability of the
generated label sequence.

Reward Function. The reward function, i.e., the
goodness of extracted tuples, is critical in our RL al-
gorithm. This paper estimates the reward R(Ŷ ,S)
by considering both syntactic constraint and seman-
tic consistency:

R(Ŷ ,S) = Syn(Ŷ ) ∗ Sem(Ŷ ,S) (4)

where Syn(Ŷ ) is the syntactic constraint score and
Sem(Ŷ ,S) is the semantic consistency score.

Following He et al. (2015); Stanovsky et al.
(2018); Jiang et al. (2019), we judge an extracted
tuple as correct if and only if it’s predicate and
arguments include their corresponding syntactic
headwords (Headwords Match). Otherwise, the
extracted tuples are judged as incorrect. That is:

Syn(Ŷ ) =

{
1, Headwords Match
−1, Else

(5)

where 1 means the predicted label sequence Ŷ is
correct and -1 for incorrect.

For semantic consistency, given an extracted rela-
tion and its original sentence, Sem(Ŷ ,S) is com-
puted as:

Sem(Ŷ ,S) = P (positive|Ŷ ,S) (6)

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
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where P (positive|Ŷ ,S) is the semantic similar-
ity between the predicted label sequence Ŷ and
its original sentence S. This paper estimates this
semantic similarity using a BERT-based classifier,
which assigns a similarity score to each sentence-
tuple pair. Because multiple tuples can be extracted
from a single sentence (see Figure 3 for example),
we train the classifier using the Stanford Natural
Language Inference (SNLI) Corpus (Bowman et al.,
2015), so that a high similarity score will be as-
signed if the original sentence entails the extracted
tuple. This semantic consistency can provide use-
ful supervision signals for open IE models. For
example, because (Parragon; has; 10 offices) has
higher semantic similarity than (has; 10 offices) to
sentence “Parragon operates more than 35 markets
and has 10 offices.”, the model will be guided to
more complete extractions.

Semantic-Based Confidence Estimation. In
RnnOIE, the confidence score c(S, p, Ŷ ) is esti-
mated only using extraction probabilities. This
paper further considers the semantic consistency
score for better confidence estimation:

c′(S, p, Ŷ ) = c(S, p, Ŷ ) + log(Sem(Ŷ ,S))
(7)

where the log is used for semantic consistency be-
cause c(S, p, Ŷ ) also uses log probabilities.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. We conduct experiments on three open
IE benchmarks: OIE2016 (Stanovsky and Dagan,
2016), WEB and NYT (Mesquita et al., 2013). Ta-
ble 1 shows their statistics. Because only OIE2016
provides training instances and it is the largest
dataset, we use OIE2016 as the primary dataset.
The WEB and NYT datasets are small and without
training instances, therefore we use them for out-
of-domain evaluation. For OIE2016, we follow the
settings in Jiang et al. (2019). For WEB and NYT,
we follow the settings in Stanovsky et al. (2018).

3.2 Baselines

We compare our method with the following base-
lines:

• Pattern-based open IE systems which uti-
lize syntactic patterns to extract relations,
including ClausIE (Corro and Gemulla,
2013), StandfordOpenIE (Angeli et al., 2015),

Dataset Type Train Dev Test

OIE2016
sentence 1,688 560 641
relation 3,040 971 1,729

WEB
sentence – – 500
relation – – 461

NYT
sentence – – 222
relation – – 222

Table 1: Statistics of OIE2016, WEB and NYT.

PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016) and Ope-
nIE4 (Mausam, 2016).

• Supervised neural open IE systems, includ-
ing RnnOIE-Supervised (Stanovsky et al.,
2018) and RankAware (Jiang et al., 2019). Rn-
nOIE is described in Section 2.1. RankAware
is the state-of-the-art model in OIE2016
dataset, which uses iterative rank-aware learn-
ing for better confidence estimation.

3.3 Overall Results

Table 2 and Figure 4 shows the overall results.
For our method, we use three settings: the first
is the full model using the proposed syntactic and
semantic-driven learning – RnnOIE-Full; the sec-
ond is the base model which is not generalized us-
ing our reinforcement learning strategy – RnnOIE-
Base; the third is our method with the base model
trained using a gold-labelled corpus – RnnOIE-
SupervisedRL. From Table 2 and Figure 4, we can
see that: 3

1) The syntactic and semantic-driven learn-
ing approach can effectively resolve the train-
ing data bottleneck of neural open IE systems.
In all three datasets, RnnOIE-Full significantly
outperforms its supervised counterpart – RnnOIE-
Supervised (BERT). On OIE2016, RnnOIE-Full
can even achieve competitive performance with the
supervised SoA model – RankAware. We believe
this verifies the motivation of our method: the qual-
ity of extractions can be accurately evaluated using
syntactic and semantic knowledge, and this knowl-
edge can be effectively leveraged for the learning
of open IE systems.

3The performance of RnnOIE-Supervised reported in our
paper is lower than the original paper (Stanovsky et al., 2018)
because the authors use a more lenient lexical overlap metric in
their released code: https://github.com/gabrielStanovsky/oie-
benchmark. Following Jiang et al. (2019), we judge an ex-
traction as correct if the predicate and arguments include the
syntactic head of the gold standard counterparts.
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Model OIE2016 WEB NYT
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

Pattern-based
ClausIE (Corro and Gemulla, 2013) 2.6 14.4 11.3 24.3 1.5 6.1
StandfordOpenIE (Angeli et al., 2015) 1.7 3.2 — — — —
PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016) 0.6 6.5 0.3 4.8 0.2 3.3
OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016) 3.4 16.4 7.1 27.7 2.3 15.8

Supervised Learning
RnnOIE-Supervised (original) (Stanovsky et al., 2018) 5.0 20.4 — — — —
RnnOIE-Supervised (BERT) 7.2 22.9 3.3 16.0 0.9 8.4
RankAware (Jiang et al., 2019) 12.5 31.5 — — — —

Syntactic and Semantic-driven Learning
RnnOIE-Full (Pretrained base model with RL) 13.8 32.5 15.8 37.9 2.6 14.3
RnnOIE-Base (Pretrained base model w/o RL) 5.9 24.2 10.5 31.7 1.8 10.3
RnnOIE-SupervisedRL (Supervised base model with RL) 15.9 32.2 11.2 29.4 2.6 11.4

Table 2: The overall results on OIE2016, WEB and NYT. For fair comparison, all results of baselines are adapted
from their original papers except the BERT version RnnOIE – RnnOIE-BERT.

2) Syntactic pattern-based data labelling is
an effective learning strategy. By generating
training corpus, RnnOIE-Base achieves competi-
tive performance on OIE2016 compared with its su-
pervised counterpart – RnnOIE-Supervised (BERT)
This verifies that the heuristically labelled dataset,
although may noisy, can also provide a good start
for building open IE systems. On the other side, we
found noisy training corpus itself is not enough for
high-performance open IE systems: in OIE2016
there is a 134% AUC gap (5.9 to 13.8) from
RnnOIE-Base to RnnOIE-Full. This also verifies
the need for further generalization techniques.

3) Syntactic and Semantic-driven RL is effec-
tive for generalize and refine open IE models.
Compared with RnnOIE-Base, RnnOIE-Full can
get a 134% AUC improvement, from 5.9 to 13.8.
By further generalizing the supervised RnnOIE-
Supervised (BERT) baseline using RL, RnnOIE-
SupervisedRL can further obtain a 121% AUC im-
provement, from 7.2 to 15.9. The above results ver-
ify the effectiveness of our RL algorithm, and this
may be because a) the RL is based on the explore-
and-exploit strategy, and the explore stage can con-
sider many unseen cases; b) the syntactic and se-
mantic knowledge is good supervision signals for
open IE systems, and the syntactic and semantic-
aware rewards can effectively exploit these signals.

4) The RL-based generalization strategy is
critical for scaling open IE systems to open
situations. In OIE2016, we can see that, al-
though supervised systems can outperform pattern-

Figure 4: PR curves of different systems on OIE2016.

based systems, their performance decreases signif-
icantly in out-of-domain WEB and NYT datasets.
RnnOIE-Supervised (BERT) even perform worse
than ClausIE and OpenIE4 on WEB and NYT. On
the contrary, RnnOIE-Full can still achieve robust
performance. This verifies the effectiveness of the
proposed RL-based algorithm for generalizing to
open situations. It is worth to notice that RnnOIE-
Full even outperforms RnnOIE-SupervisedRL on
out-of-domain datasets. The reason behind it may
be: a) The gold-labelled corpus is useful in in-
domain situations (OIE2016). However, supervised
base model may be overfitting and further affects
the generalization process in RL. b) RnnOIE-Full
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AUC ∆AUC F1 ∆F1

RnnOIE-Full 13.8 32.5
w/o semantic 12.3 -10.9% 31.7 -2.5%
w/o syntactic 3.0 -78.3% 16.9 -48.0%

Table 3: The performance of RnnOIE-Full with differ-
ent reward settings on OIE2016.

Confidence Estimation Algorithm AUC F1
Avg Log 12.0 29.1
Semanctic Consistency 10.8 32.5
Avg Log + Semanctic Consistency 13.8 32.5

Table 4: The performance of RnnOIE-Full with differ-
ent confidence estimation settings on OIE2016.

learns shallow linguistic features which are more
general. Therefore it performs better in out-of-
domain situations (WEB and NYT).

3.4 Detailed Analysis
To analyze our method in detail, this section further
investigates the effects of syntactic and semantic
knowledge, semantic-based confidence estimation
and RL exploration beam size.

Additionally, we compare RnnOIE-Full with two
open IE systems to find out how far can data la-
belling functions get us.

Effects of Syntactic and Semantic Knowledge.
Our reward function R(Ŷ ,S) consists of both syn-
tactic constraint Syn(Ŷ ) and semantic consistency
Sem(Ŷ ,S). To analyze the effects of syntactic
and semantic knowledge, we conduct ablation ex-
periments by removing the semantic part (w/o se-
mantic) and removing the syntactic part (w/o syn-
tactic) in reward function. Table 3 shows their
performances on OIE2016.

We can see that: 1) both syntactic and semantic
knowledge are useful: removing any of them will
result in a performance decrease; 2) syntactic con-
straint is crucial for our model: removing it will
result in a significant AUC decrease (from 13.8 to
3.0). This is because if we drop syntactic constraint
Syn(Ŷ ), all explored relations will be treated as
true, therefore our RL algorithm cannot rectify the
wrong extractions.

Effect of Confidence Estimation. Table 4
shows the performance using different confidence
estimation algorithms, including: Avg Log (average
log probabilities) which is computed as Function 1,
Semantic Consistency which is computed as Func-
tion 6 and Avg Log + Semantic Consistency.
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AUC
F1

Beamsize

AUC F1

Figure 5: AUC and F1-scores of RnnOIE-Full with
different beam sizes on the OIE2016 validation set.

Model AUC F1
NeuralOpenIE (Cui et al., 2018) 47.3 —
SencseOIE (Roy et al., 2019) — 70.0
RnnOIE-Full 56.0 76.7

Table 5: The results evaluated by Lexical Overlap on
OIE2016. For fair comparison, all results of baselines
are adapted from their original papers.

We can see that: 1) the semantic evidence and
the model prediction evidence are complementary
to each other: Avg Log + Semantic Consistency
obtains the best performance and gets 15% and
28% AUC improvements to Avg Log and Semantic
Consistency; 2) Semantic Consistency can provide
useful information for confidence estimation: Se-
mantic Consistency itself can achieve comparable
performance with Avg Log.

Effect of Beam Size. The beam size is an im-
portant hyper-parameter which controls the explo-
ration breadth of our RL algorithm. Figure 5 shows
the performance with different beam sizes.

We can see that: 1) an appropriate beam size
is needed for generalizing open IE model. If the
beam size is too small, RnnOIE-Full cannot ex-
plore new unseen cases because its explore strategy
is too greedy; late2) The proposed RL algorithm is
robust and achieves good performance with reason-
able beam sizes (≥ 3). Because larger beam size
will increase the computational complexity, we set
beam size to 3 in all other experiments.

More Complex Data Labelling Functions. In
section 2.2, we directly use dependency patterns
from Standford Open IE (Angeli et al., 2015) to
design hand-crafted patterns as data labelling func-
tions. It raises a question that, if we use more com-
plex patterns as data labelling functions to obtain
more diverse and accurate labelled data, is it still
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Error Sentence
Missing Argument [DePauw University]ARG1 [awarded]P [the degree “ Doctor of Divinity]ARG2 ” [ in 1892 ]Missing .

Overgenerated Predicate [A British version of this show was developed , known as “ Gladiators : Train 2]ARG1 [ Win ]Overgenerated ” .

Incorrect Annotation Coke has tended to increase its control [when results were sluggish]ARG2 in a [ given ]Incorrect annotated [country]ARG1 .

Table 6: Bad cases of the proposed model RnnOIE-Full.

necessary to move on to RL approach? To answer
this question, we compare RnnOIE-Full with two
open IE systems, NeuralOpenIE (Cui et al., 2018)
and SencseOIE (Roy et al., 2019), to find out how
far can data labelling functions get us.

From Table 5, we can see that: Cui et al. (2018)
formulates open IE as a sentence generation task
and uses OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016) to generate
train examples (AUC 47.3); Roy et al. (2019) uses
three open IE systems to extract additional features
to enrich human labelled train examples (F1 70.0
without other defined embedding features). Dif-
ferent from them, RnnOIE-Full does not use any
labelled data and includes model generalization via
RL (AUC 56.0; F1 76.7). This verifies the effective-
ness and the necessity of the proposed RL-based
algorithm.

3.5 Error Analysis.

We further conduct error analysis for RnnOIE-Full.
We found there are mainly three types of error
cases: Missing Argument, Overgenerated Predi-
cate and Wrong Annotation. Table 6 shows their
examples.

Missing Argument is the case where the extrac-
tions miss some arguments, especially for some
optional arguments such as Time and Place in
RnnOIE-Full. For instance, the first case in Ta-
ble 6 shows the extraction for predicate “award”
misses the optional time argument “in 1892”, al-
though it correctly contains two main arguments
“DePauw University” and “the degree “Doctor of
Divinity””. We found this maybe because optional
arguments usually play a less important role in
semantic consistency, our syntactic and semantic-
driven RL algorithm will pay less attention to this
generalization.

Overgenerated Predicate is the case where the
predicates of extractions are not included in the
ground truth. The second case in Table 6 shows
a bad case where “Win” is wrongly extracted as
the predicate. This is a common error in all neural-
based approaches because they generally treat all
verbs in a sentence as predicates and do not have a
mechanism to reject incorrect ones. One strategy

to handle this error is to jointly detect predicates
and arguments, which we leave as future work.

Incorrect Annotation is the case where the
ground truth labels are incorrect. Because expres-
sions in open IE are highly diversified, we found
the gold annotations may be incorrect or inconsis-
tent. The third case in Table 6 shows an incorrect
ground truth annotation “given”, which is wrongly
labelled as a predicate. This further verifies the bot-
tleneck of high-quality, large scale labelled corpus
for open IE.

4 Related Work

Open IE. Open IE approaches can be mainly
categorized into two categories: pattern-based
and neural-based. Pattern-based open IE ap-
proaches extract relational tuples using syntactic
patterns (Banko et al., 2007; Fader et al., 2011; Wu
and Weld, 2010; Mausam et al., 2012; Mausam,
2016; Corro and Gemulla, 2013; Angeli et al.,
2015; Stanovsky et al., 2016); In recent years,
neural-based approaches have achieved significant
progress, which formulate open IE as either a se-
quence labelling task Stanovsky et al. (2018); Jiang
et al. (2019); Roy et al. (2019) or a sentence gener-
ation task via encoder-decoder framework Cui et al.
(2018); Zhang et al. (2017); Sun et al. (2018).

Syntactic and semantic knowledge has also been
leveraged to enhance open IE systems. Moro and
Navigli (2013) design additional syntactic and se-
mantic features to enhance their kernel-based open
IE system. Roy et al. (2019) incorporate the out-
puts of multiple pattern-based Open IE systems as
additional features to supervised neural open IE
systems to overcome the problem of insufficient.
Compared with these studies which exploit syntac-
tic and semantic knowledge as additional features
of a supervised system, this paper exploits syntac-
tic and semantic knowledge as supervision signals,
so that neural open IE models can be effectively
learned without any labelled data.

Data Augmentation for NLP. The labelled data
bottleneck is a common problem in NLP, therefore
many data augmentation techniques have been pro-
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posed, such as data programming (Ratner et al.,
2016), distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009).
Data programming paradigm (Ratner et al., 2016)
creates training datasets by explicitly representing
users’ expressions or domain heuristics as a gener-
ative model. Distant supervision paradigm (Mintz
et al., 2009) heuristically generates labelled dataset
by aligning facts in KB with sentences in the cor-
pus. The proposed data labelling functions are also
motivated by the ideas of data programming and
distant supervision.

Reinforcement Learning for IE. Reinforce-
ment learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto, 1998) fol-
lows the explore and exploit paradigm and is apt
for optimizing non-derivative learning objectives
in NLP (Wu et al., 2018). Recently, RL has gained
much attention in information extraction (Qin et al.,
2018b,a; Takanobu et al., 2019). In open IE,
Narasimhan et al. (2016) firstly using traditional
Q-learning method to extract textual tuples. How-
ever, their reward function is chosen to maximize
the final extraction accuracy which still relies on
human-labelled datasets and can not capture the
syntactic and semantic supervisions explicitly.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes an open IE learning approach,
which can learn neural models without any human-
labelled data by leveraging syntactic and seman-
tic knowledge as noisier, higher-level supervi-
sions. Specifically, two effective learning strate-
gies are proposed, including the pattern-based data
labelling functions and the syntactic and semantic-
driven RL algorithm. Experimental results show
that our method significantly outperforms super-
vised counterparts, and can even achieve compet-
itive performance to supervised SoA model. Fur-
thermore, because labelled data is a common bottle-
neck in NLP, we believe our syntactic and semantic-
driven learning approach can also be used for other
NLP tasks, such as event extraction, etc.
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